Background {#Sec1}
==========

An ongoing debate is whether most mammalian genes produce more than one functional isoform \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. The mere presence of multiple isoforms in public sequence databases is clearly insufficient to settle the question \[[@CR4]\]. Arguments against widespread functional alternative isoforms include the fact that the splicing machinery's limited fidelity causes the stochastic generation of "junk" isoforms \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. Analyses using proteomics and molecular evolution approaches have also failed to support the expression and conservation of most splice isoforms \[[@CR3], [@CR7]--[@CR10]\]. Nevertheless, the question lingers because the lack of evidence is not generally accepted as evidence and the function of most splice isoforms remain unknown \[[@CR1], [@CR4]\]. Beyond the question of whether most genes have more than one functional isoform is a critical issue: whether these isoforms increase the functional repertoire of genes, or are merely functionally redundant \[[@CR11]--[@CR14]\]. In this paper we take steps to address the gap between the commonplace assumption that most genes have more than one distinct functional product and the evidence-based reality.

Establishing whether a gene has functionally distinct isoforms requires experimental validation. While databases that contain information on transcript isoforms gather information on isoform features, none attempt to assess functionally distinct isoform reports from the experimental literature. For example, Ensembl, RefSeq, and UniProt catalog and annotate splice isoforms based on evidence that they exist as a transcript or protein \[[@CR4], [@CR15]--[@CR17]\]. However, the existence of a splice isoform alone does not provide direct support for its functionality, much less functional distinctness.

To establish the extent to which splice isoforms increase the functional repertoire of the genome, we need data on which genes have *functionally distinct splice isoforms (FDSIs).* Identification of genes with FDSIs requires experimental support to demonstrate the necessity of each splice isoform. A classical method to determine the function of a given gene is to knock it out and observe the phenotypic consequence \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. This idea readily extends to isoforms; if a single isoform is made absent and that isoform is necessary for the normal function of the gene, then a consequence (change in phenotype) would be expected. A gene has FDSIs if two or more isoforms meet this criterion independently (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the depletion of an unnecessary or redundant splice isoform will not cause a phenotype. Another approach that is often used to probe the function of isoforms is overexpression. However, overexpression is well known to be fraught with interpretational challenges including artifacts so the gold standard is to generate loss-of-function alleles \[[@CR20]\]. Note that a negative result from experiments is not evidence of a lack of functional distinctness, as it is possible the functional distinction between the isoforms may be eventually discovered. Curating the genes with FDSIs is of obvious importance to evaluate the state of the literature support for the commonplace claim that alternative splicing increases the functional repertoire of the genome.Fig. 1Non-mutually exclusive types of functional distinctness for literature reported genes with FDSIs. **a** Generally, the distinctness of FDSIs of the same gene can be attributed to expression-pattern distinctness or biochemical distinctness. Expression-pattern distinctness is defined as a gene having specific splice isoforms necessary in distinct conditions. The depletion of the splice isoform in its distinct condition causes a phenotype. Biochemical distinctness is defined as a protein structure difference between splice isoforms of the same genes. While the FDSIs of the gene can be expressed in the same condition, the depletion of either splice isoform causes a phenotype. **b** For genes with FDSIs, we categorized the specific subtypes of functional distinctness which contributed to the distinctness between the splice isoforms of the gene (summarized in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Expression-pattern distinctness can be further categorized as "cell-type-specific", "tissue-specific", "developmental-stage-specific", "subcellular localization-specific" and "other condition-specific". Biochemical distinctness can be further categorized as "dominant-negative", "protein domain", "UTR change" and "protein terminus change"

Beyond identifying knowledge gaps, establishing a set of genes with FDSIs provides potential avenues for improving computational approaches to analyzing alternative splicing. For example, classifiers, such as PULSE, attempt to predict genes with multiple functional splice isoforms \[[@CR21]\]. Hao et al. trained PULSE using a set of splice isoforms confirmed by Western blot experiments. PULSE predicted that one-third of human protein-coding genes have multiple functional isoforms (not necessarily functionally distinct). A difficulty cited by Hao et al. was in the identification of training data, an issue which is even worse if one is interested in functional distinctness. Having lists of experimentally validated genes with FDSIs could open the door to improved algorithmic approaches in characterizing isoform function.

Here we present a literature-based analysis of experimental evidence for functionally distinct splice isoforms (FDSIs) for over 700 human and mouse genes. Despite a gene selection strategy that was highly biased towards genes suggested to have multiple functional isoforms, we found good experimental evidence for FDSIs for fewer than 10% of genes.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Landscape of the alternative splicing literature {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------

To generate a starting set of papers to curate, we queried PubMed on August 2017 using the term "alternative splicing". We found 19,049 human studies and 8197 mouse studies representing 12,891 human genes and 7585 mouse genes. While the median number of papers per gene was one, there was a large variance (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1 and Figure S2). Most human genes (7738) had only one such paper associated with them, while some have up to 100 (for example, SRSF1). We also observed that genes with many "alternative splicing"-mentioning papers tend to have many papers in PubMed overall (Spearman's rank correlation = 0.55, see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3). For example, we identified 86 studies linked to human *TP53* with the term "alternative splicing" (rank 2), but this is not particularly remarkable because overall, PubMed contains 8261 studies linked to TP53 -- the most studies for any single gene. This suggests, unsurprisingly, that heavily studied genes tend to have more research done on their splicing.

Curation summary {#Sec4}
----------------

We manually curated primary studies which provide evidence for the function of splice isoforms. As described in Methods, we selected genes and publications for curation in a manner that we expected should enrich for documentation of functional distinctness -- for example, using review articles on splicing function. The curation process primarily focused on determining whether the elimination of expression of each splice isoform from a single gene caused an observable phenotype. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of the knowledgebase as of July 20th, 2018, and Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} contain full details of all curated studies for human and mouse. In total, we curated 1127 human and mouse studies. This encompasses 903 human studies (555 genes) and 272 mouse studies (227 genes). We have curated a median of 1 study per human gene and 1 study per mouse gene (mean = 1.5 studies and 1.2 studies, respectively). Our curation evaluations (see Methods) revealed that the curators agree on the interpretation of a paper 98% of the time. Errors were generally false positives for functional distinctness, which we addressed in the final review (see Methods).Table 1Curation of alternative splicing literature has reveals 23 human genes and 20 mouse genes with functionally distinct splice isoforms (FDSIs)SpeciesCurated genesGenes with FDSIsStudies curatedStudy TypeIsoform RemovalOverexpressionLocalizationOther study typesHuman5552390314929480380Mouse2272027282703783Total782431127222353109443The 23 human genes with FDSIs accounted for almost 4% of human genes annotated in this knowledgebase, while the 20 mouse genes accounted for 9% of the all mouse genes annotated. The majority of curated studies could be classified into three different types: "isoform removal", "overexpression" and "localization". Isoform removal studies have experiments where expression of at least one splice isoform is eliminated and a phenotypic change is evaluated. Overexpression studies have experiments where at least one splice isoform is overexpressed. This "abundance" of the splice isoform can cause a phenotype (not necessarily distinct). Localization studies have experiments that characterize where in the cell or organism the splice isoform is expressed. A single study can report experiments with multiple study types. The total number of human and mouse studies curated do not sum to 1158 studies because some publications investigated both human and mouse forms of a single gene

Identification of 23 human genes with direct evidence of functionally distinct splice isoforms {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

By definition, a gene with functionally distinct splice isoforms (FDSIs) has at least two splice isoforms necessary for the gene's normal function. We find that genes with such evidence are rare: about 4% of curated human genes (9% of mouse genes) have FDSIs, based on reports in a total of 64 studies out of 1127 studies. Note that 138 studies depleted only one splice isoform of a gene and no other study we curated had depleted any other isoforms of the same gene. We provided the full list of the 23 human genes and the 20 mouse genes with FDSIs in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} with additional information in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}. RNAi knockdown experiments provided support for over 75% of these FDSIs, while the remaining FDSIs were characterized using gene knockouts combined with isoform-specific rescue.Table 2Genes with FDSIs identifiedGeneNumber of FDSIsNumber of Ensembl TranscriptsNumber of StudiesMappable to Ensembl?PULSEGeneNumber of FDSIsNumber of Ensembl TranscriptsNumber of StudiesMappable to Ensembl?PULSEHuman*AR*3931YesNA*BCAR1*3171NoMissed*BDNF*31912NoNA*BIRC5*31134YesNA*BOK*221NoMissed*CD44*23958YesPredicted*CFLAR*2256YesPredicted*CSPP1*271YesNA*DPF3*2162YesNA*EIF4G1*2386NoNA*EIF4G2*3323NoNA*HBS1L*2141YesPredicted*KLF6*2716NoMissed*MADD*2232YesPredicted*MST1R*21511YesPredicted*PML*22212YesPredicted*PGAM5*241YesMissed*PRMT5*2204YesMissed*STIM2*2122NoNA*SUN1*2352NoNA*TICAM1*221NoNA*TICAM2*221NoNA*TP63*21427YesNAMouse*Cacna1b*2102NoMissed*Calca*2710YesNA*Cdc42*228YesNA*Enc1*213NoNA*Homer1*2127YesNA*Il1rap*274YesTraining*Lpin1*285NoMissed*Lrp8*21213NoPredicted*Mecp2*269YesMissed*Myh10*2107NoPredicted*Nf1*295YesMissed*Opn4*232YesNA*Oprm1*33120YesPredicted*Rbfox1*2222NoPredicted*Robo3*265YesMissed*Rock2*2124NoMissed*Ryr3*2125NoNA*Sirt3*2103NoMissed*Snap25*2312YesNA*Tp63*289YesNAStudies have provided positive evidence of functional distinctness for these genes in experiments where individual splice isoforms were eliminated and a phenotypic change was observed. See Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} for study demonstrating functional distinctness. "Number of FDSIs" indicates the number of splice isoforms where depletion of splice isoforms causes a phenotype. "Number of Ensembl Transcripts" indicates number of transcripts found in Ensembl entry for gene. "Number of studies" indicates the number of studies associated with the gene retrieved with the term "alternative splicing" on PubMed. The highest number of FDSIs found in a single gene is three. "Mappable to Ensembl" indicates genes where we successfully linked all FDSIs back to Ensembl. "PULSE" indicates whether the gene was used at all by Hao and colleagues in their computational predictions. "Training" in this column means that the gene was used as part of PULSE's training set. "Predicted" means that PULSE predicted that the gene has multiple functional splice isoforms. "Missed" means that PULSE failed to predict that the gene has multiple functional splice isoforms. "NA" means that the gene was not an input for PULSE

We sought genes with negative evidence for FDSIs. For these cases, experiments individually depleted multiple splice isoforms for a single gene, however, only one splice isoform's depletion caused a phenotype and while the depletion of the other splice isoforms caused no phenotype. We found 16 genes with such evidence (shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Genes with evidence failing to support FDSIs (negative results)GeneExperimental methodTissue/Cell TypeReference (PubMed ID)*Ank3*Isoform-specific rescueNeuron25,552,556*Ar*KnockdownProstate cancer cell line20,823,238*Ccnd1*Isoform-specific rescueEmbryonic fibroblast21,200,149*Dab1*Isoform-specific rescueNeuron28,968,791*Dntt*Isoform-specific rescueBone marrow11,136,823*FANCE*Isoform-specific rescueBreast cancer cell line26,277,624*FNBP1L*Isoform-specific rescueMDCK cell line26,063,734*Pcdha1*Isoform-specific rescueBrain18,973,563*PDE4D*KnockdownKidney16,030,021, 17,673,687*PEX19*Isoform-specific rescueFibroblast11,883,941*Pparg*Knockdown and isoform-specific rescueAdipose11,782,442*RAP1GSDS1*KnockdownBreast cancer cell line24,197,117*RREB1*KnockdownBladder21,703,425*SIRT1*KnockdownColon cancer cell line22,124,156*Smad2*Isoform-specific rescueEmbryonic stem cells15,630,024*STAT1*KnockdownEmbryonic cells21,914,475These genes had multiple isoforms tested however only one splice isoform caused a change in phenotype

As mentioned, we biased our gene and paper selection in such a way that our estimate of \~ 4% (\~ 9% for mouse) might be too high. To help clarify this issue, we randomly selected 100 human genes (from those that had at least one alternative splicing related paper) for gene-centric curation (listed in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1). Of these 100 genes, two genes (PML and DPF3, 2%, of the curated genes) had experimental evidence of FDSIs.

We also curated gain-of-function experiments where investigators overexpressed multiple splice isoforms of the same gene. From our 555 curated human genes and 227 curated mouse genes, we found 50 human genes (\~ 9%) and 14 mouse genes (\~ 4%) where investigators overexpressed individual splice isoforms and yielded multiple distinct phenotypes. Such studies did not meet our criteria for FDSIs, but we report them in case this relaxed criterion is of interest to others.

Genes tend to express functionally distinct splice isoforms in the same condition {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further explore functional distinctness in splicing, we identified non-mutually exclusive types of functional distinctness between FDSIs of the same gene, summarized in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. We classified two main types of distinctness, expression-pattern distinctness and biochemical distinctness. Genes with expression-pattern distinct FDSIs have splice isoforms necessary for specific conditions while genes with biochemical distinctness have FDSIs with distinct biochemical properties that cannot compensate for each other even when co-expressed (for further description see Methods and Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Table 4Most genes with FDSIs have biochemically distinct splice isoformsTypes of distinctnessHuman genesMouse genesDistinct expression patternsCell-type-specific*AR, MADD*Developmental-stage-specific*CD44Myh10, Robo3*Cellular localization*BIRC5, CSPP1, PRMT5, PMLMyh10, Rbfox1, Robo3, Sirt3*Tissue-specific*MST1RCalca, Rock2*Other-condition-specific*BOK*Biochemically distinctProtein domain*CFLAR, DPF3, EIF4G1, TICAM1, TP63Lrp8*Dominant negative*BIRC5, HBS1L, KLF6, Nf1, PRMT5, STIM2, SUN1, TICAMEnc1, Nf1, Robo3, Ryr3, Tp63*Protein terminus change*BCAR1, BDNF, EIF4G2, IL1RAP, PGAM5Cacna1b, Mecp2, Oprm1, Pn4*UTR Change*BDNF*Genes with FDSIs were categorized on functional type based on the literature that reported on the FDSIs using the scheme outlined in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Genes categorized as "distinct expression patterns" express FDSIs in specific conditions. Genes categorized as "biochemically distinct" have FDSIs whose functional distinctness is a consequence of biochemical differences in their final protein product. Genes can be categorized as both "distinct expression patterns" and "biochemically distinct" such as Myh10 and Robo3

The majority of genes (27/43) have biochemically distinct isoforms, rather than expression-pattern distinct. We identified "dominant-negative" as the most common subtype of biochemically distinct FDSIs (12/31 genes). For example, the mouse gene *Enc1* has two FDSIs, named "57 kDa" and "67 kDa" by the authors, interacting in the Wnt-signalling pathway \[[@CR22]\]. Knockdown of 57 kDa promoted osteoblast mineralization while the knockdown of 67 kDa inhibited osteoblast mineralization.

In contrast to biochemical distinctness, we identified fewer cases of genes with expression-pattern distinct FDSIs. Only a total of 17 human and mouse genes had FDSIs in which the distinctness arises from distinct expression patterns. For example, the mouse gene *Myh10* has two FDSIs, named B1 and B2 by the authors \[[@CR23]\]. Cells in the brainstem express B1 to promote normal migration of facial neurons, while cells in the cerebellum expressed B2 to promote normal cerebellar Purkinje cell development.

Challenges linking FDSIs to sequence databases {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------

We attempted to link all identified FDSIs back to Ensembl transcript identifiers and were successful in 25/43 cases. Our process was as follows. First, in the studies for seven genes, investigators provided a GenBank or RefSeq ID. We were able to map three of these to Ensembl (which includes GenBank and RefSeq data), but not for the other four (for more details see Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}), accounting for four of the 16 failures. Next, for 36 genes with missing accession information, we used sequence alignment or other information to identify likely matches (See Methods). This was successful in 25 cases. In a further 6 cases, we were able to determine a sequence by referring to other papers by the same authors. Despite extensive efforts, we were unable to find matching Ensembl transcripts or sequence data for the isoforms of 5 genes. This situation was not specific to Ensembl as we failed to link isoforms of 8 genes to UniProt; see Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}.

Only a quarter of genes with FDSIs are predicted by a computational classifier {#Sec8}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hao et al. \[[@CR21]\] developed a machine learning algorithm (PULSE) that predicted 1/3 of human genes have more than one functional isoform (but not necessarily functionally distinct). We hypothesized that our curated genes with FDSIs would be enriched among those predictions, because even though Hao and colleagues were not attempting to predict functional distinctness, genes with FDSIs by definition have more than one functional isoform. Though we included PULSE's training genes in our gene-centric curation, only two gene with FDSIs (including human orthologues of our curated mouse genes) were used by Hao et al., in their training data. In their validation gene set of 212 genes, we found none of our genes with FDSIs. Hao et al. predicted 2419 genes to each have multiple functional splice isoforms. Ten of our genes with FDSIs are included in this set. Based on input set used for PULSE predictions, the classifier failed to predict 12 of our genes with experimentally-validated FDSIs to have multiple functional splice isoforms. However, our interpretation of these is limited because of the small number of genes with FDSIs.

Discussion {#Sec9}
==========

This paper represents progress towards documenting and evaluating the breadth of evidence for functionally distinct splice isoforms (FDSIs) for human and mouse genes. The inspiration for our study was strong arguments against the likelihood of most genes having multiple functional isoforms, contrasted with the ubiquitous claim that splicing vastly increases the functional repertoire of the genome \[[@CR3], [@CR11]--[@CR14], [@CR24], [@CR25]\]. This led us to ask where this latter claim comes from: while surely there are interesting cases of multi-isoform genes, has this been optimistically extrapolated to the entire genome? Our analysis suggests this is the case and supports the hypothesis that the majority of splice isoform functions remain unknown \[[@CR4], [@CR26], [@CR27]\]. While we were not surprised that there is no evidence of FDSIs for most genes, we were surprised by the low fraction for which there is supporting data, a mere 4% in human genes and 9% in mouse genes. Regardless of whether this number holds true with more curated studies, by contributing a list of genes with documented functionally distinct isoforms, we start to identify the scope of the gaps, the parameters for future experimental work, and assist computational methods that require training examples.

The low fraction of genes surveyed for which we found evidence of FDSIs (\~ 4--9%) agrees with the general sense that we still have limited concrete evidence of more than one functional splice isoform per gene \[[@CR3], [@CR9], [@CR28]\]. Even if we loosen our criteria to include overexpression studies, this fraction rises only to \~ 12--13% Furthermore, we only considered genes for which some literature exists for their isoforms, so the range 4% to 9% is relative to genes that have at least one publication about them associated with splicing. Based on our PubMed queries, we estimate that one-third of human protein-coding genes do not have any type of specific experimental study of differences among their isoforms. For most genes the main available sources of information come from genome-wide studies of transcript expression patterns, which do not address function.

One might question whether the fraction 4% will rise substantially as we continue our curation efforts, but we hypothesize a lower true fraction of genes with documentation of FDSIs in the literature. First, we aimed the gene-centric aspect of our curation at genes mentioned in review articles or otherwise prominent genes, and thus is highly biased towards genes with experimentally-backed function, yielding an over-estimate. Second, the gene-centric survey of 100 randomly-selected human genes yielded only two genes with evidence of FDSIs. Third, we found a median of only one study per gene from PubMed. Since the genes with FDSIs tended to be genes with relatively more associated studies (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), genes with few associated studies seem less likely to yield existing positive evidence for functional distinctness. Fourth, investigators face technical and/or resource challenges when testing the functional distinctness of isoforms, requiring either the ability to conduct isoform-specific depletion experiments, or isoform-specific rescue following a complete gene knockout. Reasonably, one might suppose that in many cases the experiments have not been done. The essential problem remains that most genes simply have not had their isoforms tested in such a way as to establish distinct functions.

We also sought *negative* evidence of genes having FDSIs from experiments where the depletion of only one splice isoform causes a phenotype while the depletion of the remaining splice isoforms of the same gene causes no phenotype. However, we only identified eight human genes and eight mouse genes from 16 studies with this type of evidence in our current curation of 1127 studies (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Since most studies consider only one type of functional assay, it remains possible that tests of different functions would yield positive results for these genes. Nevertheless, the "file-drawer effect" -- a type of publication bias against negative results -- potentially plays a role in the dearth of negative evidence \[[@CR29]\].

A natural question is whether genes with FDSIs have distinguishing features compared to genes without FDSIs. However, we identified too few genes to perform an adequately powered analysis. Furthermore, both the literature and our curation process have large biases in the identification of FDISs. They tend to involve highly studied genes, while at the same time the extent and types of investigations into isoform function are highly variable. If there are biological principles that explain the distribution of FDSIs in the genome, discovering them will require a larger and less biased source of data than is currently available.

Evaluating the evidence for FDSIs at the gene level {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------------------

After the curation of over 1000 alternative splicing studies, we identified 23 human genes and 20 mouse genes with evidence for functionally distinct splice isoforms, mostly determined by RNAi knockdown experiments. RNAi knockdowns naturally align with our definition of a functional splice isoform and how researchers traditionally determine function in molecular biology. One question that arises in discussing RNAi is target specificity and efficacy. In most, but not all, of the papers we curated as having FDSIs, the authors demonstrate the target specificity of their siRNA to effectively deplete a single isoform. We raise this as a reminder that reports of evidence for functional distinctness may vary in quality.

Isoform-specific rescues demonstrating functional distinctness provide an alternative option to knockdown studies but the method has limitations when determining whether the splice isoforms rescue distinct phenotypes. In some studies, splice isoforms of the same gene clearly rescued distinct functions. For example, Candi and colleagues performed rescue experiments on Tp63-null mice \[[@CR30]\]. The knockout of Tp63 impeded the development of skin. In the rescue experiments, the splice isoform ΔNp63 restored the skin's basal layer while the TAp63 restored the skin's upper layers. In contrast, other studies rescued the same phenotype with each splice isoform, which makes evidence of functional distinctness unclear. For example, in the investigation by Coldwell and colleagues, each splice isoform of *EIF4G1* (eIF4G1e and eIF4G1f) rescued the phenotype of translation by restoring the translation rate \[[@CR31]\]. It is unclear whether this constitutes evidence of functional distinctness. Since both splice isoforms rescued the same phenotype, they appear functionally redundant. Nevertheless, in cases such as these, we accepted the claim of the authors that the gene has FDSIs.

We resisted accepting overexpression studies as demonstrating FDSIs for two reasons. First, overexpression experiments are known to be subject to a variety of artifacts \[[@CR20]\]. Second, and more importantly, overexpression experiments fail to provide evidence for a splice isoform's necessity. In molecular biology, a molecule's necessity can only be supported by the effects of the molecule's absence \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\]. Thus, we have more confidence in isoform depletion experiments to provide support for genes with FDSIs compared to overexpression. We draw a parallel to the standards of evidence for characterizing gene function, in which evaluation of a loss of function is the gold standard \[[@CR34]\]. We argue that the same criteria used to establish gene function must be applied to isoforms.

Types of functional distinctness in FDSIs {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------------

It has been speculated that many poorly-characterized isoforms may have function because genes express splice isoforms in specific conditions, perhaps yet to be studied \[[@CR1], [@CR24], [@CR35]\]. It is therefore relevant that the minority (17) of genes had functional distinctness due to condition-specificity. This may simply be due to a lack of study of condition-specific studies, as it might be generally easier to study isoforms expressed in the same conditions. Our results thus point to a potential gap in the literature.

Disconnect between the literature and gene databases {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------------------

In one-third of the genes with FDSIs, the isoforms studied in a paper could not be matched to transcripts in Ensembl (as mentioned, this is not an Ensembl-specific problem; \~ 20% of genes had functional isoforms that could not be matched to UniProt). Conversely, Ensembl contains many transcripts that the literature ignores. This observation has fairly serious implications for basing splice isoform research on the contents of Ensembl (or related databases). If one developed experiments to functionally test the splice isoforms of the genes we identified to have FDSIs based on Ensembl transcripts for that gene, their experiments would not contain the correct FDSIs in at least one-third of the genes. In bioinformatics research, computational methods that make predictions based on Ensembl transcripts might be valueless to experimental biologists as Ensembl does not reflect the literature. Large-scale databases specialized for alternative splicing, such as the Alternative Splicing encyclopedia (ASpedia) and the APPRIS database, tend to anchor to Ensembl \[[@CR36], [@CR37]\]. Of note, previous discussions used APPRIS to understand the functional impact of alternative splicing \[[@CR3]\]. The disconnect between Ensembl the literature also impacts datasets not specific to splicing but where splice isoform information is important. For example, the GTEx consortium provides transcript-level quantification based on the Ensembl transcriptome \[[@CR38]\]. The FDSIs that are not in Ensembl are therefore not included in GTEx. Given the few known cases of genes with FDSIs and PULSE's inability to predict all our genes with FDSIs, it remains crucial that computational resources contain FDSIs and experimentalists ensure that they submit their sequence data to these resources.

Implications for alternative splicing's impact on gene function {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Recent studies have challenged whether *most* genes can produce multiple functional splice isoforms and our results can offer something to both sides of the debate. We acknowledge that other researchers may have different definitions of a functional splice isoform, but we view the debate within our operational definition -- a functional splice isoform is one that is necessary for the gene's overall function.

One side of the debate claims that most genes have multiple functionally distinct isoforms \[[@CR1]\]. Viewing our findings optimistically, we provide what is to our knowledge the only substantial list of human and mouse genes for which this is actually documented to be true. The low number of genes with such evidence can be interpreted as a vast opportunity for experimentalists to identify the functions of the isoforms for \> 80% of genes. The other side of the debate approaches alternative splicing with a less Panglossian view, with the null hypothesis being that most isoforms do *not* have a specific distinct function \[[@CR39]\]. Multiple studies taking a genomic or evolutionary perspective have concluded that it is unlikely that most genes have multiple functional splice isoforms \[[@CR3]--[@CR6], [@CR8]--[@CR10], [@CR40]--[@CR44]\]. Viewed pessimistically, our data is consistent with this body of work. If the literature lacks supporting evidence for widespread FDSIs, the null hypothesis should be maintained and claims that every observed isoform has a function to be discovered should be viewed skeptically.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

To our knowledge, this report represents the first effort to curate the literature in order to determine the genes where splicing increases the genome's functional potential. Such individual reports have been generally ignored in the debate about the function of alternative splicing, which has instead focused on databases and high-throughput data sets. Our estimate that only 4% of human and 9% of mouse genes have evidence for functionally distinct isoforms serves both a sobering reminder of the limited evidence, and a motivation for increased experimental efforts to settle the debate. At the same time, we also recognize there are likely genes with FDSIs that we did not curate and should be included. We invite contributions from the community of corrections or suggestions for papers or genes to curate, which can be sent to the authors. Future updates to our curation can be found in our dataverse (<http://hdl.handle.net/11272/10628>).

Methods {#Sec15}
=======

Determining the type of functional distinctness {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------------

We developed a scheme to describe non-mutually exclusive types of functional distinctness found in genes with FDSIs. We recognize two general biological mechanisms by which functional distinctness could arise, schematized in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, and elaborated on further below: "expression-pattern distinctness" or "biochemical distinctness". Figure [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} outlines our full scheme for classifying functional distinctness. The subclasses we identified were designed to accommodate how functional distinctness is reported in the literature we curated, that is, we did not create this classification wholly ab initio. We determined the type of functional distinctness using the publication which provided the evidence for FDSI, but some cases required an inference based on other literature by the authors. We stress that a gene can have multiple types of functional distinctness. For example, biochemically distinct isoforms could also have expression pattern distinctness. We annotated as many types of functional distinctness as were provided by the literature reports.

Expression-pattern distinctness {#Sec17}
-------------------------------

Expression-pattern distinctness requires the condition-dependent expression of isoforms of a single gene. Generally, in this category, splice isoforms of the same gene have functional relevance in distinct conditions. We further specified expression-pattern distinctness as "subcellular-localization-specific", "cell-type-specific", "tissue-specific", "developmental stage-specific", and "other-condition-specific". Thus, genes with cell-type-specific FDSIs express their splice isoforms in distinct cell types, and the elimination of expression of either splice isoform causes a phenotype (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These isoforms' final products could be identical (that is, they are not biochemically distinct). However, they are still functionally distinct because they have partially different expression patterns and one cannot fully compensate for the other.

Biochemical distinctness {#Sec18}
------------------------

Biochemical distinctness is defined as differences in biochemical properties or activities, and which cannot compensate for each other even if co-expressed in the same condition. We further specified biochemical distinctness as "protein domain change", "dominant negative", "subcellular localization", "UTR change" and "protein terminus change". Genes categorized as FDSIs with distinct protein-domains indicate that each splice isoform has a unique structural or functional unit in their final protein product. We manually extracted information about the specific protein domain from the authors providing the evidence of functional distinctness. In some cases, this could involve the presence or absence of one or more protein domains. Genes categorized as "protein terminus change" indicates that the FDSIs' final protein product differ from each other either in their C-terminus or their N-terminus. These changes to the C- or N-termini usually do not affect the presence or absence of protein domains (or the paper did not make any note of changes to protein domains). Genes with dominant-negative FDSIs have splice isoforms with antagonistic phenotypes. Typically, these splice isoforms regulate each other's function. The loss of one splice isoform generally affects the function of the other splice isoform. Gene categorized as "UTR change" indicates that the FDSIs of the same gene differ in the UTRs of the mRNA (coding regions may change as well).

Literature selection {#Sec19}
--------------------

On July 17th 2017, we generated a "starting set" of publications associated with human and mouse genes to curate using PubMed e-utilities and the search term "alternative splicing". From here curation was both "gene-centric" and "paper-centric."

Gene-centric curation {#Sec20}
---------------------

The gene-centric approach attempted to curate all relevant studies associated with a specific gene. PubMed linked each study from our starting set to a specific gene which provided a list of genes with literature. The genes we selected to curate from this list were genes suggested to us by the community, PULSE's training genes or commonly discussed by the literature \[[@CR21]\]. As suggestions form the community might be biased, 100 random genes were also selected for gene-centric curation.

Paper-centric curation {#Sec21}
----------------------

The paper-centric approach attempted to curate literature likely enriched for evidence of genes with FDSIs. Using this approach, we make no attempt to curate all relevant reports for any specific gene. As a targeted source of literature likely to be enriched for functional evidence, we used review articles on the function of alternative splicing that provided citations for 603 genes \[[@CR3], [@CR11], [@CR28], [@CR45]--[@CR47]\]. We further extended paper-centric curation with specific search phrases in PubMed. Search terms were: "functionally distinct splice isoforms", "CRISPR alternative splicing", "alternative splicing knockdown" and "alternative splicing knockout." These queries identified an additional 260 papers for our starting set of papers. The genes found in the publications retrieved by these PubMed queries and provided in the aforementioned reviews further informed us of which genes to gene-centrically curate. For example, *BDNF* and *XBP1* were commonly reviewed in the literature and consequently, we gene-centrically curated them.

Curation process {#Sec22}
----------------

For each paper, a trained curator first identified general features of that study by manually extracting the following information: the investigated gene, the reported number of the splice isoforms for the gene, the names used by the authors for the splice isoforms, the number of splice isoforms specifically investigated in the paper ("the investigated isoforms"), the experiments performed, the organism where the gene was identified, the organism or cell line used for the experiments, and any claims of functional distinctness.

Next, using a decision tree (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), we annotated each paper as to whether the data provided positive evidence of functional distinctness for the investigated splice isoforms. We sought evidence where the loss of one isoform (via knockdown, knockout or other means of isoform-specific depletion) produced a phenotype in the test system. We also curated experiments which performed overexpression analyses, which were retained as a separate category from the isoform loss studies (as an example, see study by Scotton and colleagues \[[@CR48]\]). We did not accept studies of aberrant isoforms caused by rare mutations (for example in cancer), as we deemed these as not relevant to the normal function of the gene as we have defined it (as an example, see Cogan et al. \[[@CR49]\]). If a study provided evidence where investigators depleted multiple splice isoforms of a single gene but at most one splice isoform caused a phenotype, we classified the gene as having *negative* support for FDSIs. Finally, regardless of study type, the curators provided a concise explanation of the functions investigated.Fig. 2Overview of literature curation scheme. We sought papers which study the functional distinctness of a single human or mouse gene's splice isoforms. Positive studies are those that provide evidence where multiple splice isoforms of a single gene are depleted and at least two isoforms show a phenotype. We annotated studies as providing negative evidence for functional distinctness when investigators deplete multiple splice isoforms of the same gene but only one produces an observable phenotype. The numbers in bold represent the number of studies in each category. Clip art designed from Flaticon (free license with attribution)

For our definition of genes with FDSIs, we required evidence for the independent depletion of at least two splice isoforms of the same gene. If the curated study investigated the outcome of the absence of a single isoform for a given gene, then that study alone insufficiently provides evidence of FDSIs. While such studies demonstrate an existence of a single functional isoform, the support for FDSIs requires data on at least two isoforms from the same gene. However, we subsequently attempted to identify a second paper that provided functional evidence for a different splice isoform of the same gene. In situations where a second paper identified evidence of a different functional splice isoform, we recorded the gene as having FDSIs.

Curator validation {#Sec23}
------------------

To ensure consistent curation, we evaluated the curators. These tests consisted of all curators curating the exact same randomly selected 50 papers. After the test, we addressed any discrepancy between curators and we updated the curation standards with any necessary clarifications (curation standards provided in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This evaluation process was conducted three times. We also further scrutinized papers annotated as providing positive evidence of a gene with FDSI to eliminate any false positives.

Linking FDSIs to Ensembl {#Sec24}
------------------------

If a paper provided positive evidence for FDSIs, we linked the splice isoforms with the appropriate Ensembl transcript ID. Generally, studies provided GenBank or RefSeq accession IDs and these accession IDs linked to Ensembl. In the absence of an accession ID, we referred to the literature for sequence information about the splice isoforms and aligned splice isoform sequences to Ensembl using ClustalOmega \[[@CR50]\].

Computational predictions of genes with FDSIs {#Sec25}
---------------------------------------------

PULSE, a computational classifier developed by Hao et al., predicted 2419 of 15,639 UniProt genes to have multiple functional isoforms based on a training set of 145 genes \[[@CR21]\]. We downloaded the supplementary data provided by Hao et al. to determine whether PULSE predicted our genes with FDSIs to have multiple functional splice isoforms. We also investigated whether any of our genes with FDSIs were part of PULSE training and validation set of genes. This was of interest because a training set enriched for genes with FDSIs may yield predictions for genes with FDSIs, even though PULSE was only designed to detect function, not distinct function. For our comparison to PULSE prediction, we used the human orthologue for any mouse gene with FDSI as determined by BioMart \[[@CR51]\].

Additional files
================

 {#Sec26}

Additional file 1:Contains explanations of each heading found in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}, standards curators used to evaluate studies for evidence of functionally distinct splice isoforms, three genes where literature reported splice isoforms were not found in Ensembl, supplemental tables and figures, and citations for all human and mouse literature curated for this study. (PDF 1624 kb) Additional file 2:Contains a list of all human and mouse literature we curated for this study, and curators's annotations for each study. (XLSX 187 kb) Additional file 3:Contains the list of human and mouse genes with literature evidence for functionally distinct splice isoforms found in our curation. (XLSX 23 kb)

FDSI

:   Functionally distinct splice isoforms

UTR

:   Untranslated region
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